Inspection from
every angle
Michael Bruns,
ROSEN Europe,
the Netherlands, discusses
the gathering of visual data
to inform pipeline integrity
management decisions.

O

ther than crawling into a pipeline and
looking yourself, there is no possible way
of seeing its general condition, but doing
that, of course, is not an option. A visual
inspection using an inline inspection (ILI) tool equipped
with a camera allows this to take place. An ILI visual
inspection can be used to directly identify damages
and the status of the inspected network; visually

check pipeline repairs; and assess the general condition of
a pipeline and the condition of installations, such as the
status of valves or whether a tee is, for example, barred or
unbarred.

Additionally, this type of view into the pipe allows
for the success of other integrity work, as it can quantify
the success of a cleaning campaign, for example before a
critical high-resolution ILI. In addition, it makes it possible
to check whether an internal pipeline coating is intact and
whether there are any liquid accumulations (such as water)
in the pipeline, and at what location. The use of a visual
ILI is broad, and by adding this feature to regular pigging
operations or an ILI tool it can – without the need for a
tethered camera inspection – provide an additional source
of data for future integrity decisions.
To make this kind of data collection possible, the ROSEN
Group has developed a modular device that can be attached
to tailored cleaning tools ranging from 12 in. to 56 in., or
an intelligent inspection tool. The device is designed to
allow for improved optics for wide-angle imaging with a
significantly higher resolution in HD quality (2448 × 2048 px),
a monochrome camera – with the option of a colour camera
– and a frame rate of up to 36 frames/s as well as a threeaxis sensor for improved feature localisation. In addition,
a strobe-controlled ring light (176 high-efficiency LEDs)
achieves illumination that is six times higher, with lower
energy consumption compared to older technologies. A
Figure 1. Gauge plates with unexplainable deformation.
longitudinal and circumferential resolution of as low as 2 mm
could be achieved (at approximately 2 m/s tool speed).
Developments ensured the camera inspection device
could meet requirements on the quality of the recordings,
and at the same time withstand the rough conditions in
a high-pressure gas pipeline. The device contends with
pressures of up to 175 bar, with an operating time of
15 hours in its standard configuration and up to 50 hours
(depending on pipeline size) in an extended version.
In terms of operating velocities, high-quality camera
inspection results can be achieved at approximately 1.5 m/s,
and a maximum recommended operating velocity is 3 m/s,
similar to recommended velocities for regular cleaning
activities. Various sensors can control the device, enabling,
for example, a delayed start using available acceleration
sensors. This allows for operational flexibility; an operator
can, for example, load the tool into a pipeline launcher and
wait until the desired launch date without losing battery
life needed for the camera inspection.
As is often the case, a prerequisite for high-quality
Figure 2. Protruding offtake in a pipeline over 50 years old.
inspection results is the proper cleanliness status of the
pipeline. Therefore, ROSEN
can provide a tailored cleaning
programme prior to the visual
inspection, based on knowledge
in the daily provision of pipeline
cleaning products and services
along the entire pipeline lifecycle,
for specific purposes and a variety
of duties such as liquid, wax, black
powder, and scale removal.
In combination with a pipeline
data logger (PDL), the recorded
time-based operational data
Figure 3. Left: verification of a barred tee; right: verification of an unbarred tee.
allows for the identification of
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the approximate location of visually recorded features,
the assessment of pipeline operating conditions, and
a comprehensive understanding of run behaviour.
Additionally, the new RoVisual camera inspection device
provides an odometer option for recording the travelled
distance for exact feature location. If required, location,
distance, pressure, and temperature can be integrated into
the displayed image. It thus complements a high-resolution
ILI tool, because the combination of visual material and
the collected inspection data completes the picture of the
actual pipeline condition and its integrity. Once matched
with inspection data sets and integrity data management
systems, the recorded visual data can be fed with additional
real visual images of identified features to complete the
big picture of pipeline integrity data and use for future
assessments.

Case studies
One specific application of the visual inspection device
was to prove a potential restriction/obstacle in a pipeline
that was over 50 years old, as the sensor arms of a highresolution geometry tool had been heavily damaged during
an ILI, and the gauging discs showed an unexplainable
deformation (Figure 1).
The recorded RoVisual data gave the answer that
an unknown protruding offtake (approximately 50 mm)
was the reason for these damages (Figure 2). As a result,
the operator removed this offtake to ensure a safe and
successful future ILI.
In a different case, recorded RoVisual data provided
a pipeline operator with clarification on the question of

whether present tees of some older assets were barred or
unbarred (Figure 3). Unbarred tees could potentially result
in tool deviation into the offtake, or lead to a stalled tool
due to increased bypass. Therefore, it is important to be
aware of the status of such installations in order to modify
future cleaning and/or inspection tools for safe passage.
As outlined earlier, RoVisual is also designed to visually
check pipeline repairs or the status of a pipeline asset
after interventions such as hot taps. This information can
be useful for any operator to release expensive pipeline
repairs, or to provide ILI companies with the visual
information to prepare the cleaning and/or ILI tools for
successful future pigging activities. Figure 4 shows hot
taps with a slightly recessed/misaligned coupon as well as
recessed pig bars, which could inevitably affect future ILI
operations. Also visible are some swirls of dust, but these
do not affect the assessment of identified features. It is,
however, remarkable that all the data footage was recorded
at pig velocities of approximately 2 - 2.5 m/s.
These case studies show how the reported visual data
that can be gathered during regular pigging operations,
while the pipeline is in operation, benefits pipeline
operators. The provision of visual data solves the puzzle,
completing the full picture of the pipeline asset and
providing an additional source of information for future
integrity assessments, and a basis for making important
decisions for safe future operation.

Outlook – data analysis

Looking ahead, ROSEN is currently working on several ideas
involving the analysis of the raw RoVisual data material
with newly developed algorithms. To
get the most out of the data, ROSEN
applies algorithms to the video that
detect, for example, where debris,
welds, tees, or other installations and
features are located. This is designed
to reduce the evaluation effort, and
allow for faster and more accurate
conclusions to be made about the
pipeline directly after the run. Using
algorithms, the pipeline is virtually
opened and arranged frame by frame.
This results in an image that may
Figure 4. Left: hot tap with recessed/misaligned coupon; right: hot tap with recessed pig
seem surprisingly familiar to ILI data
bars.
evaluators. Therefore, the video images
can also validate data collected by
an inspection tool. In addition, it is
possible to quantify the degree of
cleaning and provide the operator
with an even better assessment of the
condition of the asset. An example of
how algorithms turn single frames of
the camera into a two-dimensional
image is shown in Figure 5. In this
image, the weld pattern, including
Figure 5. Example of algorithms turning single frames of the camera into a twocircumferential welds, spiral welds, and
dimensional image.
the debris condition, is visible.
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